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November Invitation 

This month’s invitation is to contemplate the 

notion of REST—particularly what it means 

to BE a place of rest for a child. 

When we are in tune with our Provider 

Instincts we understand where our work lies 

when it comes to raising children. We know 

intuitively that “all true growth emanates 

from a place of rest” (Dr. Neufeld, ‘Helping 

Children Flourish’ Webinar), be it physical, 

emotional, or psychological. As a bonus, this 

sentiment is undeniably supported by what 

we now know from the science of human 

development.  

Rest in this context involves the activation of 

our parasympathetic nervous system, which 

is inextricably linked to our feeling of 

connection. As a social species, our sense 

of togetherness trumps any and all other 

agendas- it is the greatest indicator of health  

 

and a prerequisite for maturation.  

When we answer a child who is seeking to 

connect (to be with, be like, belong, to 

matter and be known), we provide 

temporary release from their pursuit.  

Their nervous system switches from a state 

of stress to a state of calm.  

We provide relational rest.  

When we make this our highest yearning, 
when we remember that we are their answer 

(rather than needing to have the answers), 
the REST will follow.  

 

 

This newsletter is written by Cristi Oldfield Lindsay as part of The Mentoring Project—a collabora-

tion between LDABC The Learning Curve and the Victoria Childcare Resource and Referral pro-

gram. Our focus is on providing the conditions for optimal growth for the children in your care. 
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Time to Fall Back (to What Matters Most) 

As we near the end of this calendar year we notice the shift in Nature. The falling 
leaves suggest a time of change, of release, and transformation. The temperature 
lowers, and the darkness of night lengthens. The Autumn Season invites a change of 

pace, one that would serve us to follow, if only internally. To ignore the deep rattling’s 
inside to slow, adjust, and adapt – to move with Nature’s rhythm – is to forego the 
potential for rejuvenation; for the emergent energy that awaits on the other side.  

CONTINUE LEARNING 

-Article by Dr. Deborah MacNamara on ‘How 

to Satiate a Child’s Hunger for Connection’ 

-Workshop: Attention Challenges and Self 

Regulation (November 8th) by Debbie 

Cybulski and Cristi Oldfield Lindsay  

-Webinar: When Saying Goodbye is Too 

Hard: Supporting Children through Separation 

Anxiety (November 18) by Dr. Vanessa 

Lapointe 

-Workshop: Adolescence (November 24th) by 

Pamela Tobin  

Click for further info! 

“The key to nurturance is 

in being temporarily 

RELEASED from the 

pursuit of proximity.” 

-Dr. Gordon Neufeld 

For ongoing personal and 

professional support contact  

Cristi Oldfield Lindsay at 

outreach@ldasvi.bc.ca 
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